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Abstract
We consider scenarios with a heavy Z ′ gauge boson with flavour non-universal quark
and lepton couplings with the goal to illustrate how the cancellation of gauge anomalies
generated by the presence of an additional U(1)′ gauge symmetry would imply corre-
lations between FCNC processes within the quark sector, within the lepton sector and
most interestingly between quark flavour and lepton flavour violating processes. To this
end we present simple scenarios with only left-handed flavour-violating Z ′ couplings and
those in which also right-handed flavour-violating couplings are present. The considered
scenarios are characterized by a small number of free parameters but in contrast to gauge
anomaly cancellation in the Standard Model, in which it takes place separately within
each generation, in our scenarios anomaly cancellation involves simultaneously quarks
and leptons of all three generations. Our models involve, beyond the ordinary quarks and
leptons, three heavy right-handed neutrinos. The models with only left-handed FCNCs
of Z ′ involve beyond gZ′ and MZ′ two real parameters characterizing the charges of all
fermions under the U(1)′ gauge symmetry and the CKM and PMNS ones in the quark
and lepton sectors, respectively. The models with the right-handed FCNCs of Z ′ involve
few additional parameters. Imposing constraints from well measured ∆F = 2 observables
we identify a number of interesting correlations that involve e.g. ε′/ε, Bs,d → µ+µ−,
B → K(K∗)`+`−, K+ → pi+νν¯, KL → pi0νν¯ and purely lepton flavour violating decays
like µ → eγ, µ → 3e, τ → 3µ and µ − e conversion among others. Also (g − 2)µ,e are
considered. The impact of the experimental µ → eγ, µ → 3e and in particular µ − e
conversion bounds on rare K and B decays is emphasized.
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1 Introduction 2
1 Introduction
Among the simplest new physics (NP) scenarios there are the ones with a new heavy
neutral gauge boson Z ′ and the associated gauge symmetry U(1)′. There is a long
history of Z ′ models with selected papers and reviews given in [1–3]. In particular,
already long time ago Z ′ models with flavour-non-universal couplings to SM fermions
have been considered [4–8]. In the context of recently very popular B-physics anomalies
selected papers are given in [9, 10].
One of the important issues in such models is the cancellation of the gauge anomalies
that naturally are generated in the presence of an additional U(1)′ gauge group. This
case has been studied in [9, 11–18] in the context of collider processes and B-physics
anomalies but in most of these papers, the exception being [9, 12], flavour universality
either in the lepton sector or quark sector or in both has been assumed. But even in [12]
Z ′ couplings to the first generation of quarks have been set to zero in order to avoid
stringent constraints from the Kaon sector and in most papers new complex phases have
been set to zero as they were not required to explain B-physics anomalies.
On the other hand, Kaon physics has still a lot to offer. In particular the ratio
ε′/ε [19], that describes the amount of direct CP violation in KL → pipi decays relative
to the indirect one, still allows for significant NP contributions and this also applies to
rare Kaon decays K+ → pi+νν¯ and KL → pi0νν¯.
But in addition to FCNC processes in the quark sector, an increasing role in the
coming years will be played by purely leptonic processes like µ → eγ, µ → 3e, τ → 3µ
and µ − e conversion among others. Also (g − 2)µ,e is of great interest in view of the
hints for NP and the new measurement of (g − 2)µ expected soon from Fermilab.
Recently, some correlations between B-physics anomalies and in particular τ de-
cays through renormalization group effects have been pointed out in various papers but
mostly in the context of leptoquark models or in the context of SMEFT analyses of these
anomalies. Selected papers can be found in [20–23].
In the present paper we want to look simultaneously at most important FCNC pro-
cesses in the quark and lepton sectors in the context of scenarios with a heavy Z ′ gauge
boson with flavour non-universal quark and lepton couplings with the goal to illustrate
how the correlations between various observables are implied not through SMEFT RG
effects or flavour symmetries but through the cancellation of gauge anomalies generated
through the presence of an additional U(1)′ gauge symmetry.
In general Z ′ models, like those considered in [1–3], it is assumed that gauge anoma-
lies in question are canceled by some very heavy fermions whose contributions to rare
decays are strongly suppressed. Without some flavour symmetries the flavour violating
Z ′ couplings in different meson systems and in charged lepton decays are then inde-
pendent of each other and this also applies to flavour conserving couplings. However,
if the cancellation of gauge anomalies should take place without new particles beyond
the ordinary quarks and leptons, these couplings cannot be arbitrary. This, as we will
demonstrate in our paper, implies correlations between FCNC processes within the quark
sector, within the lepton sector and most interestingly between quark flavour and lepton
flavour violating processes. To this end we present simple scenarios with only left-handed
(LH) flavour-violating Z ′ couplings and those in which also right-handed (RH) flavour-
violating couplings are present. The considered scenarios are characterized by a small
number of free parameters but in contrast to gauge anomaly cancellation in the Standard
Model (SM), in which it takes place separately within each generation, in our scenarios
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anomaly cancellation involves simultaneously quarks and leptons of all three generations.
The considered model involves, besides the SM quarks and leptons, three heavy RH
neutrinos. Furthermore a heavy scalar, assumed to be a singlet under the SM gauge
symmetry, is needed to provide a mass to the Z ′. Scenarios with only LH FCNCs
generated by the Z ′ involve besides gZ′ and MZ′ two real parameters characterizing the
U(1)′ charges of all fermions. Further parameters stem from the CKM- and PMNS-like
matrices in the quark and lepton sector, respectively. Scenarios with the RH FCNC
Z ′-couplings involve few additional parameters. Imposing constraints from precisely
measured ∆F = 2 observables we identify a number of interesting correlations that
involve the B-decays Bs,d → µ+µ−, B → K(K∗)`+`−, the Kaon observables ε′/ε, K+ →
pi+νν¯, KL → pi0νν¯ and purely lepton flavour violating decays like µ → eγ, µ → 3e,
τ → 3µ and µ− e conversion among others. Furthermore (g − 2)µ,e are considered.
The outline of our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we define the Z ′ couplings to SM
particles that are characterized by their charges under the U(1)′ gauge symmetry and
we list all equations that these charges have to satisfy to ensure the absence of gauge
anomalies. In Section 3 we present a simple model for gauge anomaly cancellation that
involves only a few new parameters. In Section 4 we list the observables considered by
us together with the references to our previous papers where the relevant formulae in the
same notation can be found. For charged lepton decays, µ− e conversion and (g − 2)µ,e
we give explicit formulae because they cannot be found there.
In Section 5 we present different scenarios for the couplings distinguishing between
models with and without RH flavour violating couplings. The numerical analysis of these
scenarios is presented in Section 6. Finally, we summarize in Section 7.
2 Basic Gauge Anomaly Equations
2.1 Basic Lagrangian for Z′
We start with the basic Lagrangian describing the interactions of the Z ′ gauge boson
with SM fermions in the flavour basis. Generally, Z − Z ′ mixing is present, but we will
neglect it in the present paper as it does not affect the points we want to make. Thus,
Z ′ in our paper is from the beginning in the mass-eigenstate basis.
Using the notation of [3], we have then
L(Z ′) =
∑
i,j,ψL
∆ijL (Z
′) ψ¯iLγ
µPLψ
j
LZ
′
µ +
∑
i,j,ψR
∆ijR(Z
′) ψ¯iRγ
µPRψ
j
RZ
′
µ , (1)
where PL,R = (1 ∓ γ5)/2. Here ψ represent classes of fermions with the same electric
charge, i.e., u, d, e, ν, while i, j are generation indices: 1, 2, 3. For instance u3 = t and
e2 = µ. The couplings ∆
ij
L,R(Z
′) are given as follows
∆ijL (Z
′) = gZ′zψiLδ
ij , ∆ijR(Z
′) = gZ′zψiRδ
ij , (2)
with zψiL
and zψiR
being fermion charges under U(1)′.
It should be noted that Z ′ couplings are flavour conserving at this stage, but the
charges zψiL
and zψiR
will generally depend on the generation index i. This is necessary
in order to generate FCNCs mediated by the Z ′ through the rotation of fermions to the
mass eigenstate basis. We will perform this rotation in Section 3.2, but as the cancellation
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of anomalies can be performed in the flavour basis, we continue our discussion in this
basis.
In the present paper we will consider only scenarios with SM fermions, except possibly
RH neutrinos. We leave for the future the analysis of scenarios with additional fermions
which are vectorial with respect to the SM gauge group but not with respect to U(1)′ so
that possible left-over gauge anomalies can be cancelled by these new fermions.
As the Z ′ is a singlet under the SM gauge group, the LH leptons in a given doublet
`i with i = 1, 2, 3 must have the same U(1)
′ charges and similar for the members of LH
quark doublets qi. On the other hand, the RH leptons νi and ei can have different U(1)
′
charges and the same for the RH quarks ui and di. We will allow all these charges to be
generation dependent. The RH neutrinos will sometimes turn out to be relevant for the
cancellation of the gauge anomalies.
Denoting by qi and `i LH doublets and by ui, di, νi and ei RH singlets allows us to
drop the subscripts L and R on the fields that were present in the general formula (1).
Concerning the normalization of the hypercharge Y , we use
Q = T3 + Y, (3)
so that for SM fermions we have independently of the generation index i
yqi = 1/6, yui = 2/3, ydi = −1/3, y`i = −1/2, yei = −1 . (4)
2.2 General Formulae
There are six gauge anomalies generated by the presence of a Z ′ [11]. Four of them are
linear in U(1)′ charges, one is quadratic and one cubic. It is useful to begin with the
first four equations as they are simpler and teach us already something.
The structure of the four linear equations can be simplified by defining
zq = zq1 + zq2 + zq3 , zu = zu1 + zu2 + zu3 , zd = zd1 + zd2 + zd3 , (5)
zl = zl1 + zl2 + zl3 , zν = zν1 + zν2 + zν3 , ze = ze1 + ze2 + ze3 . (6)
The [SU(3)C ]
2U(1)′, [SU(2)]2U(1)′ and [U(1)Y ]
2U(1)′ anomaly cancellation condi-
tions can then be written respectively as
A33z = 2zq − zu − zd = 0, (7)
A22z = 3zq + zl = 0, (8)
A11z =
1
6
zq − 4
3
zu − 1
3
zd +
1
2
zl − ze = 0. (9)
The fourth linear condition involves two gravitons and a Z ′ and is given by
AGGz = 3[2zq − zu − zd] + 2zl − ze − zν = 0, (10)
but using (7) it reduces to
AGGz = 2zl − ze − zν = 0. (11)
In order to write the remaining two anomaly cancellation conditions in a transparent
form we define
z
(3)
f =
∑
i=1,2,3
z3fi , z
(2)
f =
∑
i=1,2,3
z2fi . (12)
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In terms of this notation, the U(1)Y [U(1)
′]2 anomaly cancellation condition is given by
A1zz = [z
(2)
q − 2z(2)u + z(2)d ]− [z(2)l − z(2)e ] = 0, (13)
and the one for the [U(1)′]3 anomaly by
Azzz = 3[2z
(3)
q − z(3)u − z(3)d ] + [2z(3)l − z(3)ν − z(3)e ] = 0. (14)
2.3 Solution to linear equations
There are four linear equations with six unknowns. This implies that we can express
four of the charges in (5) and (6) in terms of remaining ones. We consider two cases.
d-case:
We choose as free parameters zq and zd, then
zu = 2zq − zd, zl = −3zq, ze = zd − 4zq, zν = −2zq − zd . (15)
u-case:
We choose as free parameters zq and zu, then
zd = 2zq − zu, zl = −3zq, ze = −zu − 2zq, zν = −4zq + zu . (16)
We emphasize that the simple relations (15) and (16) are model-independent. More-
over, it turns out that the solutions in the d- and u-case also solve, in the case of flavour
universality, the quadratic and cubic equations (13)-(14). Furthermore the SM case for
the hypercharges can be retrieved from the above relations. This is not surprising, since
the same equations as (7), (8), (11) and(14) are obtained in the case of the U(1)Y gauge
boson, by simply replacing zf → yf . Indeed, the anomaly equations are solved by choos-
ing zqi = 1/6 independently of i, as well as zdi = −1/3 in the d-case and zui = 2/3 in
the u-case.
In what follows we will present two simple examples for the U(1)′ charges that satisfy
all gauge anomaly cancellation conditions. Afterwards we introduce the model on which
our study is based.
2.4 Example 1
This example involves two parameters
a ≡ zq1 , and b ≡ zd1 , (17)
and assumes the universality of U(1)′ charges of the remaining fermions of a given electric
charge as well as vanishing U(1)′ charges of RH neutrinos. The cancellation of all gauge-
anomalies implies then
zq2 = zq3 = −
b
2
, zu1 = 2a− b, zu2 = zu3 = a−
3
2
b, zd2 = zd3 =
b
2
− a, (18)
zl1 = zl2 = zl3 = b− a, ze1 = ze2 = ze3 = 2(b− a), zν1 = zν2 = zν3 = 0 . (19)
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The virtue of this solution is the absence of any new particles. But the complete
flavour universality in the lepton sector and the equality of charges in the second and
third quark generation is its disadvantage. In particular, the B-physics anomalies cannot
be addressed. This solution can then only be vital if the NP effects would dominantly
be found in the K meson system. We hope this will not be the case and consequently
we will not analyze phenomenological consequences of this solution below.
2.5 Example 2
Also this example involves two parameters
a ≡ zq1 , and b ≡ zu1 , (20)
and assumes the universality of U(1)′ charges of the remaining fermions of a given electric
charge as well as vanishing U(1)′ charges of RH neutrinos. The cancellation of all gauge-
anomalies implies then
zq2 = zq3 = −a+
b
2
, zu2 = zu3 = −2a+
3
2
b, zd1 = 2a− b, zd2 = zd3 = −
b
2
,
(21)
zl1 = zl2 = zl3 = a− b, ze1 = ze2 = ze3 = 2(a− b), zν1 = zν2 = zν3 = 0 . (22)
The criticism to the Solution 1 applies also here and we will not consider it any further,
but these two examples demonstrate transparently that gauge anomaly cancellation im-
plies correlations between the U(1)′ charges of quarks and leptons.
3 A simple model for gauge anomaly cancellation
3.1 Cancellation of gauge anomalies
In order to obtain phenomenologically more interesting scenarios we break flavour uni-
versality in all three families. But in order not to end up with many free parameters we
break the flavour universality in a rather special manner.
To this end let us denote by f one of the following fermions: f = q, u, d, `, e, ν and
let us add a generation index: fi for i = 1, 2, 3. We know that the SM hypercharge is
generation universal so that yfi = yf ∀i = 1, 2, 3. We write the z-charge as:
zfi = yf + i (23)
so that we have
zf =
3∑
i=1
zfi =
3∑
i=1
(yf + i) = 3yf +
3∑
i=1
i = 3yf +  ,  =
3∑
i=1
i . (24)
It should be noted that the breakdown of flavour universality has been made in a
very special manner. Indeed, the parameters i while generation dependent, are universal
within a given generation. For instance 1 is the same not only for the members of the
LH doublets q1, `1 but also for RH singlets u1, d1, ν1 and e1 This implies that the shifts i
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are vector-like which allows for a straightforward solution of all anomaly equations. But
as hypercharges of LH and RH fields, as seen in (4), differ from each other the flavour
conserving Z ′ couplings are not vector-like.
Let us first check that the linear anomaly equations are satisfied keeping in mind that
they are satisfied when zfi = yfi = yf .
• A33z = 2zq − zu − zd = 0.
Substituting zf from (24) we find
A33z = 2(3yq + )− (3yu + )− (3yd + ) = 3(2yq − yu − yd) = 0 , (25)
where the last equation holds since the hypercharges solve the anomaly equations.
• A22z = 3zq + z` = 0.
We have
A22z = 3(3yq + ) + (3y` + ) = 3(3yq + y`) + 4 = 4 , (26)
where (3yq + y`) = 0 again because hypercharges solve the anomaly equations so
that this equation is satisfied provided that  = 0.
• A11z = 16zq − 43zu − 13zd + 12z` − ze = 0.
We can directly simplify the contribution of the hypercharges using the usual ar-
gument and we are left with
A11z =
1
6
− 4
3
− 1
3
+
1
2
−  = −2 (27)
that is again satisfied if  = 0.
• AGGz = 2z` − ze − zν = 0.
The usual reasoning implies that this condition is automatically satisfied.
We now turn to the two non linear equations introducing the notation (2) =
3∑
i=1
2i and
(3) =
3∑
i=1
3i . Let us point out the following relations:
z
(2)
f =
3∑
i=1
z2fi =
3∑
i=1
(yf + i)
2 =
3∑
i=1
y2f + 2yf
3∑
i=1
i +
3∑
i=1
2i = 3y
2
f + 2yf + 
(2), (28)
z
(3)
f =
3∑
i=1
z3fi =
3∑
i=1
(yf + i)
3 =
3∑
i=1
y3f + 3yf
3∑
i=1
2i + 3y
2
f
3∑
i=1
i +
3∑
i=1
3i
= 3y3f + 3yf 
(2) + 3y2f + 
(3) , (29)
and consider the l.h.s of (13). Using (28) and considering that the -independent terms
amount to the contribution of the hypercharge and therefore give zero, we have
A1zz = (2yq+ 
(2))− 2(2yu+ (2)) + (2yd+ (2))− [(2y`+ (2))− (2yν+ (2))]
= 
(
[2yq − 4yu + 2yd]− 2[y` − ye]
)
+ (2)(1− 2 + 1− 1 + 1) = 0 . (30)
Indeed, the first term vanishes because from the linear equations  = 0, and the second
one is zero because the coefficients sum to zero.
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Finally, let us consider Azzz = 3[2z
(3)
q − z(3)u − z(3)d ] + [2z(3)` − z(3)ν − z(3)e ]. Using (29),
cancelling the -independent terms and those proportional to  we are left with
Azzz = 3
[
2(3yq
(2) + (3))− (3yu(2) + (3))− (3yd(2) + (3))
]
+ 2(3y`
(2) + (3))− (3ye(2) + (3))− (3yν(2) + (3)) (31)
= 3(2)
[
3(2yq − yu − yd) + 2y` − ye − yν
]
+ (3)[3(2− 1− 1) + 2− 1− 1] = 0 .
This holds because the coefficients of (2) and (3) vanish, as one can verify using (4) in
the case of the coefficient of (2) and evidently for the coefficient of (3).
Until now we worked in the flavour basis but for phenomenology we have to rotate
fermions to the mass eigenstate basis.
3.2 Rotation of fermions to the mass eigenstate basis
3.2.1 General formulation
We denote fermion mass matrices in the flavour basis by Mˆψ treating neutrinos as Dirac
particles. Diagonalizing them by unitarity matrices V ψL and V
ψ
R as follows
(Mˆψ)D = (V
ψ
L )
†MˆψV
ψ
R , (32)
we find the familiar CKM [24,25] and PMNS [26,27] matrices
VCKM = (V
u
L )
†V dL , UPMNS = (V
e
L)
†V νL . (33)
Note the difference in the common definition of the PMNS matrix relative to the CKM
matrix, so that in fact U †PMNS corresponds to the CKM matrix.
Next, in the presence of flavour non-universal Z ′ couplings, flavour-violating Z ′ cou-
plings are generated in the fermion mass eigenstate basis so that instead of (2) we have
now [4]
∆ijL (Z
′) = gZ′B
ij
L (ψL), ∆
ij
R(Z
′) = gZ′B
ij
R (ψR) , (34)
where
BijL (ψL) = [(V
ψ
L )
†ZˆψLV
ψ
L ]
ij , BijR (ψR) = [(V
ψ
R )
†ZˆψRV
ψ
R ]
ij . (35)
Zˆψ,L and Zˆψ,R are diagonal matrices
ZˆψL = diag[zψ1L
, zψ2L
, zψ3L
] ,
ZˆψR = diag[zψ1R
, zψ2R
, zψ3R
] , (36)
with the diagonal elements composed of the U(1)′ charges of the SM fermions. Let us
then specify these equations to the simple model in question.
3.2.2 Rotation to mass eigenstates: quarks
Let us consider the Yukawa Lagrangian for the SM fermions in the presence of a single
Higgs doublet φ and denote with
(
U
D
)
L
a generic LH doublet. We have two possibilities
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to build up a quantity invariant under SU(2) transformations, i.e.:
φ†
(
U
D
)
L
, φT ˜
(
U
D
)
L
, (37)
where T means the transpose and ˜ is the totally antisymmetric tensor:
˜ =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
. (38)
Considering explicitly the case of quarks and leptons, the Yukawa Lagrangian reads:
Lyuk =
3∑
i,j=1
{
−(Ce)ij e¯i Rφ†
(
νejL
ej L
)
+
(
C ′q
)
ij
u¯i Rφ
T ˜
(
ujL
d′j L
)
−(Cq)ij d¯′i Rφ†
(
ujL
d′j L
)
+h.c.
}
(39)
We next assume that for up-quarks flavour and mass eigenstates are equal to each
other. In the SM this assumption would be immaterial because of the flavour universality
of the Z0 couplings. But for the Z ′ interactions it is a model assumption that in the
basis in which the up-quark mass matrix is diagonal Z ′ couplings to up-quarks are
flavour conserving. This is the simplest assumption in order to generate flavour violation
mediated by a Z ′ in the down-quark sector which is necessary if we want to address B
physics anomalies, possible ε′/ε anomaly and decays like K+ → pi+νν¯ and KL → pi0νν¯.
For the time being we indicate by a prime that the down-type quarks are at this stage
still in the flavour basis before they will be rotated to mass eigenstates. Lyuk is invariant
under U(1)′ if the z-charges satisfy for each generation (i = 1, 2, 3) the requirements:
zH = zqi − zdi ,
zH = zui − zqi ,
zH = z`i − zei , (40)
where zH denotes the Higgs U(1)
′-charge. Recalling that in our model the fermion z-
charges are given by zfi = yf + i, if we fix zH = yH , i.e. the Higgs SM hypercharge, we
see that the relations (40) are automatically satisfied because the Yukawa Lagrangian is
invariant under the SM gauge group U(1)Y . For example, to demonstrate this explicitly,
we consider the first generation. Then: zd1 = yd + 1, zq1 = yq + 1 so that the first
equation in (40) is zq1 − zd1 = yq + 1 − yd − 1 = yq − yd = yH = zH .
In order to find the interactions of the Z ′ in the quark mass eigenstate basis we
assume, as stated above, V uL = 1ˆ and V
u
R = 1ˆ and concentrate our discussion on the
down quarks that are rotated as follows d′s′
b′

L
= VCKM
 ds
b

L
,
 d′s′
b′

R
= V dR
 ds
b

R
. (41)
In writing the first equation we used the fact that in the up-basis1 we have V uL = 1ˆ and
consequently V dL = VCKM as seen in (33). V
d
R is a unitary matrix which although present
1See for example [28,29] for a discussion on basis definitions of Wilson coefficients.
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in the SM, does not appear in the SM interactions because of the absence of RH charged
currents in the SM and flavour universality of RH Z0 couplings.
Recalling that
ZˆdL = diag[zq1 , zq2 , zq3 ] , Zˆ
d
R = diag[zd1 , zd2 , zd3 ] , (42)
we find for i 6= j
∆ijL (Z
′, dL) = gZ′
3∑
α=1
α[λ
(ij)
uα ]L, ∆
ij
R(Z
′, dR) = gZ′
3∑
α=1
α[λ
(ij)
uα ]R, (43)
where the parameters [λ
(ij)
uα ]L,R denote
[λ(ij)uα ]L = (VCKM)
∗
uαi(VCKM)uαj , [λ
(ij)
uα ]R = (V
d
R)
∗
uαi(V
d
R)uαj . (44)
It should be noted that the terms in the zi-charges involving hypercharges disappeared
because of their flavour universality. Furthermore, the parameters α are the same in the
LH and RH couplings, a specific property of our model. We recall that the cancellation
of gauge anomalies requires their sum to vanish so that
3 = −1 − 2, (45)
with 1,2 being real rational numbers.
Adopting the standard CKM phase convention, where the 5 relative phases of the
quark fields are adjusted to remove 5 complex phases from the CKM matrix, we have no
more freedom to remove the 6 complex phases from V dR. In the standard CKM basis V
d
R
can then be parametrised as follows [30,31]
V dR = DUV
0
RD
†
D , (46)
where V 0R is a “CKM-like” mixing matrix, containing only three real mixing angles and
one non-trivial phase. The diagonal matrices DU,D contain the remaining CP-violating
phases. Choosing the standard parametrisation for V 0R we have
V 0R =
 c˜12c˜13 s˜12c˜13 s˜13e−iφ−s˜12c˜23 − c˜12s˜23s˜13eiφ c˜12c˜23 − s˜12s˜23s˜13eiφ s˜23c˜13
s˜12s˜23 − c˜12c˜23s˜13eiφ −s˜23c˜12 − s˜12c˜23s˜13eiφ c˜23c˜13
 , (47)
and
DU = diag(1, e
iφu2 , eiφ
u
3 ) , DD = diag(e
iφd1 , eiφ
d
2 , eiφ
d
3) . (48)
Inserting these formulae into (43) results in flavour violating Z ′ couplings to down-
quarks. The flavour-conserving ones are modified by the rotations and can be obtained
from (34). But the expressions for them are not transparent. In order to improve on
this we will assume in what follows that the s˜ij in the matrix (47) are very small and
adopt the simplifying approximation of setting to 1 the cosines and retaining only terms
linear in s˜ij .
Exploiting then CKM unitarity and the relation (45) we find the following formulae for
the Z ′ couplings that will govern our numerical analysis in Section 5.
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LH couplings: i = d, s, b
∆ijL (Z
′) = gZ′ [(21 + 2)VujV ∗ui + (1 + 22)VcjV
∗
ci], i 6= j (49)
∆iiL(Z
′) = gZ′ [
1
6
+ (21 + 2)|Vui|2 + (1 + 22)|Vci|2 − 1 − 2] , (50)
RH couplings: i = d, s, b
∆sdR (Z
′) = gZ′ eiφK s˜12 (1 − 2), (51)
∆bdR (Z
′) = gZ′ eiφd s˜13 (21 + 2), (52)
∆bsR (Z
′) = gZ′ eiφs s˜23 (1 + 22), (53)
∆iiR(Z
′) = gZ′ [−1
3
+ i], (54)
where
φK = −φ1d + φ2d, (55)
φd = φ− φ1d + φ3d, (56)
φs = −φ2d + φ3d. (57)
We note that the parameters (s˜12, φK) enter only in the Kaon sector, (s˜13, φd) only in
the Bd sector, and (s˜23, φs) only in the Bs sector. This division will make our numerical
analysis more transparent than working directly with (47).
Finally, for up-quarks we have
∆iiL(Z
′) = gZ′ [
1
6
+ i], ∆
ii
R(Z
′) = gZ′ [
2
3
+ i], (i = u, c) . (58)
3.2.3 Rotation to mass eigenstates: leptons
Denoting UPMNS = U , rotation to the mass eigenstates in the lepton sector is usually
done through  νeνµ
ντ
 =
 Ue1 Ue2 Ue3Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3
 ν1ν2
ν3
 , (59)
where ν` with ` = e, µ, τ are flavour eigenstates and νi, with i = 1, 2, 3 mass eigenstates.
Comparing with the CKM matrix in (41) we note that whereas the PMNS matrix relates
neutrinos in the mass and interaction (flavour) bases, the CKM matrix is doing it for
down-quarks. This is only the convention used in the literature which assumes that
V eL = 1ˆ and has no impact on physics implications within the SM.
Here we prefer to consider scenarios in which V νL = 1ˆ, so that, the rotation is made
on charged leptons instead of neutrinos. In this case we have
UPMNS = (V
e
L)
† , (60)
and consequently instead of (59) e′µ′
τ ′
 =
U∗e1 U∗µ1 U∗τ1U∗e2 U∗µ2 U∗τ2
U∗e3 U∗µ3 U∗τ3
 eµ
τ
 . (61)
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e′, µ′, τ ′ are flavour eigenstates and e, µ, τ mass eigenstates.
We find then for i 6= j
∆ijL (Z
′, eL) = gZ′
3∑
α=1
α[λ
(ij)
να ]L, ∆
ij
R(Z
′, eR) = gZ′
3∑
α=1
α[λ
(ij)
να ]R, (62)
where the parameters [λ
(ij)
να ]L,R denote:
[λ(ij)να ]L = (U
†
PMNS)iνα(U
†
PMNS)
∗
jνα , [λ
(ij)
να ]R = (V
e
R)
∗
ναi(V
e
R)ναj . (63)
The matrix V eR is analogous to V
d
R and can be parametrized as the latter one with three
new mixing angles and six complex phases.
The LH couplings to charged leptons are then given by:
LH couplings: i = e, µ, τ
∆ijL (Z
′) = gZ′ [(21 + 2)Ui1U∗j1 + (1 + 22)Ui2U
∗
j2], i 6= j (64)
∆iiL(Z
′) = gZ′ [−1
2
+ (21 + 2)|Ui1|2 + (1 + 22)|Ui2|2 − 1 − 2] . (65)
Similarly,
RH couplings: i = e, µ, τ
∆µeR (Z
′) = gZ′ eiφ12 t˜12 (1 − 2), (66)
∆τeR (Z
′) = gZ′ eiφ13 t˜13 (21 + 2), (67)
∆τµR (Z
′) = gZ′ eiφ23 t˜23 (1 + 22), (68)
∆iiR(Z
′) = gZ′ [−1 + i], (69)
where φij and t˜ij replace φK,d,s and s˜ij of the quark sector. Thus (t˜12, φ12) parametrize
µ→ e transitions, (t˜13, φ13) describe τ → e transitions and (t˜23, φ23) enter τ → µ ones.
Finally, for neutrinos,
∆νiνiL (Z
′) = gZ′ [−1
2
+ i], (i = ν1, ν2, ν3) . (70)
There are no light RH neutrinos and we will assume that the RH ones are so heavy that
they cannot contribute to the processes considered by us.
In order to evaluate the couplings in (64) and (65) we will use central values of the
relevant entries and parameters in the PMNS matrix as resulting from the fit in [32]
sin2 θ12 = 0.310, sin
2 θ23 = 0.582, sin
2 θ13 = 0.0224, δ = 217
◦, (71)
|Ue1| = 0.821, |Ue2| = 0.550, |Ue3| = 0.150, (72)
|Uµ1| = 0.290, |Uµ2| = 0.590, |Uµ3| = 0.754, (73)
|Uτ1| = 0.491, |Uτ2| = 0.592, |Uτ3| = 0.639. (74)
The values given above satisfy the PMNS unitarity constraint within a few percent which
is much less than uncertainties in separate entries.
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4 Considered observables
4.1 Preliminaries
We refrain, with the exception of lepton flavour violation, from listing the formulae for
observables entering our analysis as they can be found in the same notation in [3,33,34].
For ε′/ε we use the results obtained in [35–37]. We match the Z ′ model directly onto
the Weak effective theory (WET) at the electroweak scale. The Wilson coefficients of
the WET are then evolved to the corresponding scales via the one-loop QCD anomalous
dimensions [38, 39]. In the following we report the lepton flavour violating observables
used in the numerical analysis.
4.2 µ→ eγ, τ → µγ and τ → eγ
We will use the formulae of [40]. We find in the case of the µ→ eγ decay
B(µ→ eγ) = 3(4pi)
3α
4G2F
[|AMeµ|2 + |AEeµ|2] , (75)
where
AMeµ = −
1
96pi2M2Z′
∑
f=e,µ,τ
[
∆fe∗V (Z
′)∆fµV (Z
′)
(
1− 3mf
mµ
)
+ ∆fe∗A (Z
′)∆fµA (Z
′)
(
1 + 3
mf
mµ
)]
,
(76)
AEeµ =
i
96pi2M2Z′
∑
f=e,µ,τ
[
∆fe∗A (Z
′)∆fµV (Z
′)
(
1− 3mf
mµ
)
+ ∆fe∗V (Z
′)∆fµA (Z
′)
(
1 + 3
mf
mµ
)]
.
(77)
The couplings ∆ijV and ∆
ij
A are defined as
∆ijV (Z
′) = ∆ijR(Z
′) + ∆ijL (Z
′), ∆ijA(Z
′) = ∆ijR(Z
′)−∆ijL (Z ′). (78)
The summation is over internal charged leptons in the loop. This result is also valid for
new heavy charged leptons provided mf/MZ′ ≤ 0.2. For heavier leptons exact expres-
sions in [40] have to be used. For τ → µγ and τ → eγ obvious changes of flavour indices
have to be made.
The present upper bounds read: [41]
B(µ→ eγ) ≤ 4.2× 10−13, (79)
and [42]
B(τ → µγ) ≤ 4.4× 10−8, B(τ → eγ) ≤ 3.3× 10−8 . (80)
4.3 Three-body Lepton decays
For a decay `j → `i ¯`l`k we have the following contributing operators and their Wilson
coefficients with X,Y = L,R
[QV XY ]
ij
kl = (ψ¯iγ
µPXψj)(ψ¯kγµPY ψl) , [CV XY ]
ij
kl =
∆ijX(Z
′)∆klY (Z
′)
M2Z′
. (81)
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Calculating the branching ratios for the most interesting decays with k = l we have
to take into account the presence of two identical leptons in the final state that requires
the introduction of a factor 1/2 at the level of the branching ratio. Moreover always two
diagrams, differing by the interchange of identical leptons, contribute. They interfere
with each other for V LL and V RR cases but not for V LR and V RL. We find then
B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) = m
5
τ
1536pi3Γτ
[
2|CV LL|2 + 2|CV RR|2 + |CV LR|2 + |CV RL|2
]µτ
µµ
, (82)
with analogous expressions for µ− → e−e+e− and τ− → e−e+e−. Γτ is the total τ decay
width. This formula agrees with the one in [43, 44], and can also be derived from the
expressions in [45] with the factors of 2, exhibited here, hidden in the Wilson coefficients.
Present bounds are [46]:
B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) < 1.2 · 10−8 , (83)
B(τ− → e−e+e−) < 1.4 · 10−8 , (84)
B(µ− → e−e+e−) < 1.0 · 10−12 , (85)
that update the more conservative PDG bounds [47].
4.4 µ− e conversion in nuclei
We give next the formula for the µ-e conversion in nuclei, that is
µ+ (A,Z)→ e+ (A,Z) , (86)
where Z and A denote the proton and atomic numbers in a nucleus, respectively. Adapt-
ing general formulae in [48] and keeping the dominant tree-level contributions we find
Γ(µ→ e) = α
3
16pi2
Z4eff
Z
|F (q)|2 m
5
µ
M4Z′
[|∆µeL (Z ′)|2 + |∆µeR (Z ′)|2]
×|(2Z +N)∆uuV (Z ′) + (Z + 2N)∆ddV (Z ′)|2, (87)
with ∆ijV given in (78). Z and N denote the proton and neutron numbers in a nucleus,
respectively. Zeff is an effective parameter and F (q
2) the nuclear form factor. The
branching ratio used by experimentalists is defined by
B(µ→ e) = Γ(µ→ e)
Γcapt
, (88)
where Γcapt is the muon capture rate. For the case of
48
22Ti, one finds Zeff = 17.6
and F (q2 ' −m2µ) ' 0.54 [49] and Γcapt ' (2.590 ± 0.012) · 106/s [50]. The present
experimental bound for the branching ratio reads [51]
B(µ→ e) ≤ O(10−12) . (89)
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4.5 (g − 2)µ and (g − 2)e
Using general formulae in [40] we find for aµ = (g − 2)µ/2
∆aµ(Z
′) ≈ − 1
16pi2
m2µ
M2Z′
∑
f=e,µ,τ
[∣∣∣∆fµV (Z ′)∣∣∣2(23 − mfmµ
)
+
∣∣∣∆fµA (Z ′)∣∣∣2(23 + mfmµ
)]
(90)
with ∆ijV and ∆
ij
A given in (78). The summation is over internal charged leptons in the
loop. This result is also valid for new heavy charged leptons provided mf/MZ′ ≤ 0.2.
For heavier leptons exact expressions in [40] have to be used. For (g − 2)e one just
replaces µ by e.
5 Various coupling scenarios
5.1 Preliminaries and general strategy for numerics
In Section 3 we have derived the couplings of the Z ′ to SM quarks and leptons as well
as to RH neutrinos assuming that they are Dirac particles.
It should be recalled that the parameters i are the same in the quark and lepton
sectors which in our simple model is a direct consequence of the cancellation of gauge
anomalies. This then implies that we should expect correlations between various observ-
ables not only separately within the lepton and quark systems but in particular between
lepton and quark observables.
Before entering numerics it is strategically useful to count the full number of free
parameters and subsequently define a few simple scenarios in which some of these pa-
rameters vanish. In this manner the number of correlations between various observables
is increased.
Let us then count the number of free parameters:
• 4 real parameters entering both quark and lepton couplings
gZ′ , MZ′ , 1, 2 . (91)
Even if all formulae listed above depend only on the ratio gZ′/MZ′ , the renormaliza-
tion group effects depend only on MZ′ and these are two independent parameters.
• 1 complex phase in the PMNS matrix in LH couplings. The remaining parameters
in the latter couplings are already measured parameters of the CKM and PMNS
matrices.
• 3 mixing angles and three complex phases in RH quark couplings:
(s˜12, φK), (s˜13, φd), (s˜23, φs). (92)
• 3 mixing angles and three complex phases in RH lepton couplings:
(t˜12, φ12), (t˜13, φ13), (t˜23, φ23). (93)
We observe then that in full generality we have 10 real parameters and 6 phases to
our disposal. This could appear as very many. Yet, by considering K, Bd and Bs meson
systems with ∆F = 1 and ∆F = 2 transitions and the charged lepton flavour violating
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decays, µ−e conversion as well as (g−2)e,µ, there is a sufficient number of observables so
that not only the parameters in question can be bounded but also correlations between
various observables can be predicted.
In what follows, we will consider four constrained scenarios. Except for the last one,
we will adopt a common strategy for numerics. We will perform a simplified analysis
of ∆F = 2 observables. The relevant formulae for these when a new Z ′ gauge boson is
present can be found in Section 3.3 of [3] to which we address the reader. We consider
in the Kaon sector εK and in the Bd,s sectors the neutral meson mass differences ∆Md,s,
as well, as the CP asymmetries SψKS and Sψφ in order to identify oases in the space
of new parameters discussed in the previous section for which these five observables are
consistent with experiment. To this end, we set all other input parameters at their central
values. But to take partially hadronic and experimental uncertainties into account we
require the theory to reproduce the data for εK within ±10%, ∆Ms,d within ±5% and
the data on SψKS and Sψφ within experimental 2σ. We choose a larger uncertainty for
εK than for ∆Ms,d because of its strong |Vcb|4 dependence. For the neutral Kaon mass
difference ∆MK we will only require the agreement within ±25% because of potential
long distance uncertainties.
Specifically, our search is governed by the following allowed ranges:
16.0/ps ≤ ∆Ms ≤ 19.5/ps, 0.01 ≤ Sψφ ≤ 0.10, (94)
0.455/ps ≤ ∆Md ≤ 0.556/ps, 0.665 ≤ SψKS ≤ 0.733. (95)
0.75 ≤ ∆MK
(∆MK)SM
≤ 1.25, 2.0× 10−3 ≤ |εK | ≤ 2.5× 10−3. (96)
Moreover, in the Kaon sector, we impose that the short-distance contribution to the
B(KL → µ+µ−) satisfies the bound [52]:
B(KL → µ+µ−)SD < 2.5 · 10−9 . (97)
In what follows, we will first identify the region in the space of the parameters 1 and 2
allowed by the constraints in (94)-(96) for each scenario. Subsequently, we will investigate
correlations between various observables in this region.
For the numerical analysis of the model of Section 3 we consider a relatively light Z ′
setting MZ′ = 1 TeV and we vary the gauge coupling in the range gZ′ ∈ [0.01, 1]. This
will allow us to neglect RG effects from Yukawa and electroweak interactions that could
also imply correlations between observables, thereby exhibiting the correlations implied
by the cancellation of gauge anomalies. Therefore, as already stated above, the matching
is performed directly onto the WET below the EW scale and only QCD RG effects are
taken into account. We summarize our intput in Tables 1 and 2.
5.2 Different Scenarios
We will consider a number of different scenarios that we want to describe briefly here.
5.2.1 Scenario A
In this scenario flavour violation is present only in the LH couplings. This is achieved
by setting all parameters s˜ij and t˜ij to zero such that all flavour-violating RH couplings
vanish. This leaves us with only four real parameters in (91) and the PMNS phase.
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GF = 1.16637(1)× 10−5 GeV−2 MZ = 91.188(2) GeV MW = 80.385(15) GeV
sin2 θW = 0.23116(13) α(MZ) = 1/127.94 αs(MZ) = 0.1184(7)
me = 0.511 MeV mµ = 105.66 MeV mτ = 1776.9(1) MeV
mu(2 GeV) = 2.16(11) MeV mc(mc) = 1.279(13) GeV mt(mt) = 163(1) GeV
md(2 GeV) = 4.68(15) MeV ms(2 GeV) = 93.8(24) MeV mb(mb) = 4.19
+0.18
−0.06 GeV
mK± = 493.68(2) MeV mK0 = 497.61(1) MeV
mBd = 5279.62(15) MeV mBs = 5366.82(22) MeV
∆MK = 0.5292(9)× 10−2 ps−1 ∆Md = 0.5055(20) ps−1 ∆Ms = 17.757(21) ps−1
|K | = 2.228(11)× 10−3 SψKS = 0.699(17) Sψφ = 0.054(20)
sin2 (θ12) = 0.307± 0.013 sin2 (θ23) = 0.506± 0.04 sin2 (θ13) = 0.0212± 0.0008
Table 1: Values of theoretical quantities used for the numerical analysis.
FBd = 190.5(13) MeV FBs = 230.7(12) MeV FK = 156.1(11) MeV
BˆBd = 1.232(53) BˆBs = 1.222(61) BˆK = 0.766(10)
FBd
√
BˆBd = 210.6(55) MeV FBs
√
BˆBs = 256.1(57) MeV ξ = 1.21(2)
ηcc = 1.87(76) ηct = 0.496(47) ηtt = 0.5765(65)
ηB = 0.55(1) φ = 43.51(5)
◦ κ = 0.94(2)
|Vus| = 0.2254(4) |V nomub | = 3.7× 10−3 |V nomcb | = 42.0× 10−3
Table 2: Numerical values used for the numerical analysis.
It should be noted that the flavour conserving RH couplings are generally non-zero.
In fact inspecting the formulae for these couplings, it is clear that it is impossible to set
them all to zero.
There are two important implications of this structure:
• The absence of RH flavour-violating couplings implies the absence of left-right op-
erators contributing to ∆F = 2 processes. As the hadronic matrix elements of these
operators are, in particular in the case of the K0 − K¯0 system, strongly enhanced,
their absence allows to satisfy constraints from εK and the mass differences ∆MK ,
∆Md and ∆Ms easier than in the subsequent scenarios.
• Non-vanishing flavour conserving RH currents together with flavour-violating LH
currents imply the presence of the dominant QCD (Q6) and electroweak penguin
(Q8) operators contributing to ε
′/ε thereby allowing to address the ε′/ε-anomaly.
• Moreover the small number of free parameters implies a number of correlations.
5.2.2 Scenarios B1 and B2
In these scenarios flavour violation is present in both LH and RH quark currents, but
for leptons only in LH currents. At first sight six additional parameters in (92) enter
the phenomenology. However, the presence of left-right operators implies that it is very
difficult to satisfy the constraints in the K0 − K¯0 mixing for MZ′ = O(1 TeV), so that,
the ∆sdR coupling has to be strongly suppressed or even eliminated. This can be done by
setting
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• s˜12 = 0, (Scenario B1) (98)
or
• 1 = 2, (Scenario B2). (99)
In both scenarios only four additional parameters relative to Scenario A are present.
Moreover, in Scenario B2 the number of free parameters is reduced through the relation
1 = 2.
5.2.3 Scenario C
In this scenario, with both LH and RH currents, it is possible, as explained in the Ap-
pendix A, to eliminate ∆F = 2 constraints in Kaon and Bs,d systems which allows to
obtain larger NP effects in ∆F = 1 transitions. This allows to see the correlations be-
tween various observables in different systems even better than in the previous scenarios.
6 Numerical Analysis
6.1 Results in Scenario A
The impact of the constraints (94)-(96) on the parameter space in this scenario can be
deduced from Fig. 1. In the left plot, we show the allowed ranges in the (1, 2) space
resulting separately from ∆F = 2 constraints in the Bd, Bs,K systems, respectively.
The relations (94) and (95) produce the blue and pink overlapping regions, while the
constraints in (96) significantly restrict such a space to the green zone, that we display
enlarged in the right panel. The impact on the observables related to the Bd and Bs
Figure 1: Scenario A. Left panel: Allowed region in the (1, 2) plane, after
imposing ∆F = 2 constraints, as indicated in the legend. Right panel: Zoom of
the green zone in the left panel.
system is small. For example, we find that effects on B(Bd → µ+µ−) and B¯(Bs → µ+µ−)
are at most 2% in this scenario, while effects on the Wilson coefficients C9 and C10
entering in the description of rare b→ s decays are negligible. For this reason, we do not
show the corresponding plots. As for Kaon decays, while effects on KL → pi0νν¯ are tiny,
significant deviations from the SM at the level of 20% are still allowed for K+ → pi+νν¯
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by ∆F = 2 constraints, as can be observed from Fig. 2. This scenario does not predict
an enhancement of |ε′/ε| with respect to the SM prediction: the largest deviation from
the SM is ' 2 · 10−5, two orders of magnitude below its experimental value.
Figure 2: Scenario A. Correlation between B(KL → pi0νν¯) and B(K+ → pi+νν¯).
The black dot represents the central value of the SM prediction.
Figure 3: Scenario A. Correlation between B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) and B(τ− →
e−e+e−) (left panel) and between B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) and B(µ− → e−e+e−) (right
panel). The gray shaded region in the right panel is excluded by the experimental
bound B(µ− → e−e+e−) < 1 · 10−12.
Fig. 3 displays the results for flavour violating lepton decays. The left panel shows
that τ decays are predicted well below the experimental upper bounds in (83)-(84). On
the other hand, B(µ− → e−e+e−) shown in the right panel can easily be close to the
experimental bound (85) and even exceed it.
Also B(µ− → e−γ) is predicted below the bound in (79), as can be inferred from
the upper right panel in Fig. 4. In this figure, we display the correlations among lepton
decays µ− → e−e+e−, µ− → e−γ and the mode K+ → pi+νν¯. The upper panels show,
that in this scenario, the experimental bound on both leptonic decays have no impact on
the possibility that B(K+ → pi+νν¯) could significantly deviate from its SM value. On the
other hand, the bound on B(µ− → e−e+e−) reduces the allowed range for B(µ− → e−γ)
(lower panel); however, this branching ratio is much smaller than the experimental upper
bound, as already observed.
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Figure 4: Scenario A. Correlation between B(K+ → pi+νν¯) and B(µ− → e−e+e−)
(upper left panel) and between B(K+ → pi+νν¯) and B(µ− → e−γ) (upper
right panel). Correlation between B(µ− → e−γ) and B(µ− → e−e+e−) (lower
panel). The gray shaded regions are excluded by the experimental bound B(µ− →
e−e+e−) < 1 · 10−12.
Comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 2 we observe that the upper bound on µ− e conversion
in the ballpark of 10−12 reduces significantly the allowed range for B(K+ → pi+νν¯). On
the other hand, as seen in this figure it has presently no impact on the allowed range for
µ− → e−e+e−. This is also the case of µ− → e−γ not shown here.
6.2 Results in Scenario B1
The result of the subsequent application of the constraints (94)-(96) is shown in the
upper panel of Fig. 6.
At odds with the previous scenario, in this case one can have significant deviations
from the SM predictions in Bd,s observables. This is for instance the case for the rare
decays Bd,s → µ+µ−. As Fig. 7 (left panel) shows, the branching ratios of these modes
can largely deviate from the SM results whose central values are represented by the black
dot in that figure.
The most recent averages from the data of CMS, LHCb and ATLAS [53–56] have
been presented in [23] with the result
B(Bs → µ+µ−) = (2.71± 0.40)× 10−9, B(Bd → µ+µ−) = (1.01± 0.81)× 10−10.
(100)
In the case of Bs → µ+µ−, we observe a departure of the data from the SM prediction
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Figure 5: Scenario A. Correlation between B(µ− → e−) and B(µ− → e−e+e−)
(left panel). The gray shaded region is excluded by the experimental bound
B(µ− → e−e+e−) < 1 · 10−12. Correlation between B(µ− → e−) and B(K+ →
pi+νν¯) (right panel).
by about 2σ. This favoures NP scenarios in which the branching ratio for this decay is
suppressed relatively to its SM value [23]
B(Bs → µ+µ−)SM = (3.67± 0.15)× 10−9, B(Bd → µ+µ−) = (1.14± 0.12)× 10−10.
(101)
The relevant formulae for these observables when a new Z ′ contribution is added can
be found in Section 3 of [3], as well as, those of the Wilson coefficients of the b→ s`+`−
effective Hamiltonian that we are going to consider. Among such coefficients C9 and C10
are already present in the SM, and we shall consider only the shift with respect to their
SM values, denoted by CNP9 and C
NP
10 . C
′
9 and C
′
10 are instead absent in the SM, so these
represent pure NP quantities. Various analyses have been devoted to fit the Wilson
coefficients in order to explain the observed anomalies in a number of b → s related
observables. Among the possible solutions, it has been pointed out that a large negative
value of CNP9 or a large C
′
9 could be effective. Our results for the various coefficients
in scenario B1 are displayed in the upper panel of Fig. 8. Deviations from the SM are
negligible for CNP9 and C
NP
10 but could be relevant in the case of C
′
9 and C
′
10 and we
display only them.
In the Kaon sector, we find that B(KL → pi0νν¯) displays small deviations from the
SM, while B(K+ → pi+νν¯) can be strongly enhanced or suppressed with respect to the
SM result, when B(KL → pi0νν¯) is SM-like, while it is approximately stable on the
SM value when B(KL → pi0νν¯) deviates from the SM central value. This pattern of
correlation is shown in the left panel of Fig. 9.
As for scenario A, also in B1 lepton flavour violating τ decays are predicted below
the experimental upper limit, while B(µ− → e−e+e−) can saturate or even exceed its
experimental upper bound. Correlations among these modes are displayed in the upper
panel of Fig. 10.
In contrast to the case of scenario A, in B1 B(µ− → e−γ) can saturate or even exceed
the experimental upper bound. Correlations among the lepton observables B(µ− →
e−e+e−) or B(µ− → e−γ) and B(K+ → pi+νν¯) are shown in Fig. 11 (upper plots).
The experimental bound on B(µ− → e−γ) has no impact on the K+ branching ratio.
However, one can observe that, the bound on B(µ− → e−e+e−) allows only the values
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Figure 6: Scenarios B1 (upper panel) and B2 (lower panel). Allowed region in
the (1, 2) plane, after imposing ∆F = 2 constraints, as indicated in the legend.
for B(K+ → pi+νν¯) close to its SM value.
The situation is different when one considers the ratio ε′/ε and, in particular, its
deviation from the SM. As the upper left panel of Fig. 12 shows, in B1 | (ε′/ε)BSM | could
reach values as large as ' 1.5 · 10−4. However, imposing that B(µ− → e−γ) lies below
its experimental upper limit, one finds that the maximum deviation in ε′/ε could be
| (ε′/ε)BSM | ' 0.6 · 10−4. As for the correlation between (ε′/ε)BSM and B(K+ → pi+νν¯),
from the right upper panel of Fig. 12 one can observe that deviations in one of the two
observables with respect to the SM predictions exclude deviations in the other one.
But what is most important is the impact of the bounds on leptonic modes on rare
B and K decay branching ratios seen already in the case of Scenario A. First one can
observe from the upper plots in Fig. 13 that, even if in B1 B¯(Bs → µ+µ−) can deviate
significantly from its SM value, constraints in the lepton sector reduce the size of such a
deviation. This is in particular the case when the bound from µ− → e−e+e− is applied.
But even stronger impact comes from µ − e conversion. Indeed comparing Fig. 14
with Figs. 7 and 9 we observe that the upper bound on µ− e conversion in the ballpark
of 10−12 reduces significantly the allowed ranges for Bs → µ+µ− and K+ → pi+νν¯
branching ratios. On the other hand, as seen in other plots it has presently no impact
on the allowed ranges for µ− → e−e+e− and µ− → e−γ.
Scenario B1, similar to Scenario A shows a peculiar feature that often occurs in
our model: in principle large deviations from SM predictions can be found. However,
quark and lepton sector act in a complementary way to constrain each other producing
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Figure 7: Scenarios B1 (left panel) and B2 (right panel). Correlation between
B(Bd → µ+µ−) and B¯(Bs → µ+µ−). The black dot represents the central value
of the SM prediction.
observables with values close to the SM ones.
6.3 Results in Scenario B2
The parameter space in B2 is simplified because of the assumption 1 = 2, as can be
observed from the lower panel in Fig. 6. As in the case of B1, also B2 displays large
deviations from the SM in the Bd,s sectors. Fig. 7 (right panel) shows that the rare
decays B(Bd → µ+µ−) and B¯(Bs → µ+µ−) are approximately linearly correlated, and
can strongly deviate from the SM. As for the Wilson coefficients C
(′)
9 , C
(′)
10 , in B2 one
finds that Im(C9) ' 0 and Im(C10) ' 0, deviations in Re(C9) and Re(C10) are of the
same size as in B1, while C ′9, C ′10 vary in much larger ranges, as can be seen in Fig. 8
(lower plots). However, if the experimental bound on B(µ− → e−e+e−) is imposed, these
variations are practically removed as indicated by the central blue regions in Fig. 8. This
is another example of the mutual role of lepton and quark sectors.
Looking at rare Kaon decays, it can be observed that for 1 = 2 the relation between
B(KL → pi0νν¯) and B(K+ → pi+νν¯) is approximately linear. This result is displayed in
the right plot in Fig. 9, which in addition shows that moderate variations with respect
to the SM values are possible.
As in B1, among lepton decays the branching fractions that can be large are B(µ− →
e−e+e−), as shown by the lower plots in Fig. 10, and B(µ− → e−γ) (see lower plots in
Fig. 11). Both reduce the possible range of B(K+ → pi+νν¯), as shown in Fig. 11. They
also reduce the range for (ε′/ε)BSM, the impact of B(µ− → e−e+e−) being much more
constraining than that of B(µ− → e−γ), as shown in the lower left panel of Fig. 12.
In B2 deviations from the SM are possible in both ε′/ε and B(K+ → pi+νν¯) and the
correlation between these two observables is shown in the right lower panel of Fig. 12.
Correlations between lepton decays and B¯(Bs → µ+µ−), shown in Fig. 13, follow a
pattern similar to that in B1.
In Fig. 15 we show that in this scenario NP effects in ε′/ε can be significant without
having any impact on aµ,e. Generally the contributions of NP to aµ,e are very small in
all scenarios considered and this is the only figure displaying them that we show.
Similar to Scenario B1, as seen in Fig. 14, the upper bound on µ− e conversion also
in this scenario has a very large impact on K+ → pi+νν¯ and Bs → µ+µ−.
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Figure 8: Scenarios B1 (upper plots) and B2 (lower plots). Wilson coefficients
that appear in the b→ s`+`− effective Hamiltonian. Only those sensibly different
from zero are displayed: C ′9 and C ′10 (not present in the SM) in scenario B1 (upper
plots) and in B2 (lower middle and right plots). In the case of B2 deviation from
the SM value of Re[C9] and Re[C10] are also shown (lower left plot).
6.4 Results in Scenario C
Removing the ∆F = 2 constraints using the arguments presented in the Appendix A
makes NP effects much larger than in other scenarios. In this case very large NP effects
in all ∆F = 1 observables are possible so that hinted anomalies in various rare decays
of mesons can easily be explained in the absence of pure leptonic decays. One example
is shown in Fig. 16, where the branching ratios for Bs,d → µ+µ− decays are much more
modified than in previous scenarios. Another example is shown in Fig. 17, where NP
effects in K+ → pi+νν¯ and KL → pi0νν¯ can be very large. It is also evident that without
the KL → µ+µ− constraint NP effects would be even larger.
Yet, when the bound from µ − e conversion is taken into account the imposition of
the cancellation of gauge anomalies with the help of leptons has an important impact
on the allowed values of various observables in the Kaon and Bs,d systems. Indeed the
experimental bound on µ − e conversion eliminates any significant departures from the
SM expectations for K+ → pi+νν¯ and Bs,d → µ+µ−. We show this in Fig. 18. Similar
comments apply to other observables.
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Figure 9: Scenarios B1 (left panel) and B2 (right panel). Correlation between
B(KL → pi0νν¯) and B(K+ → pi+νν¯). The black dot represents the central value
of the SM prediction.
Figure 10: Scenarios B1 (upper plots) and B2 (lower plots). Correlation be-
tween B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) and B(τ− → e−e+e−) (left panel) and between B(τ− →
µ−µ+µ−) and B(µ− → e−e+e−) (right panel). The gray shaded region in the right
panel is excluded by the experimental bound B(µ− → e−e+e−) < 1 · 10−12.
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Figure 11: Scenarios B1 (upper plots) and B2 (lower plots). Correlation between
B(K+ → pi+νν¯) and B(µ− → e−e+e−) (left panels) and between B(K+ → pi+νν¯)
and B(µ− → e−γ) (right panels). The gray shaded regions are excluded by the
experimental bounds B(µ− → e−e+e−) < 1 ·10−12 and B(µ− → e−γ) < 4.2 ·10−13.
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Figure 12: Scenarios B1 (upper plots) and B2 (lower plots). Correlations involving
the (ε′/ε)BSM (the NP contribution to ε
′/ε). Correlation with B(µ− → e−γ)
(left panels) and with B(K+ → pi+νν¯) (right panels). The gray shaded region is
excluded by the experimental bound B(µ− → e−γ) < 4.2 · 10−13.
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Figure 13: Scenarios B1 (upper plots) and B2 (lower plots). Correlations between
B¯(Bs → µ+µ−) and B(µ− → e−e+e−) (left panels) and between B¯(Bs → µ+µ−)
and B(µ− → e−γ) (right panels). The gray shaded regions are excluded by the
experimental bounds B(µ− → e−e+e−) < 1 ·10−12 and B(µ− → e−γ) < 4.2 ·10−13.
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Figure 14: Scenarios B1 (upper plots) and B2 (lower plots). Correlation between
B(µ− → e−) and B(µ− → e−e+e−) (left panels). The gray shaded region is
excluded by the experimental bound B(µ− → e−e+e−) < 1 · 10−12. Correlations
between B(µ− → e−) and B¯(Bs → µ+µ−) (middle panels) and between B(µ− →
e−) and B(K+ → pi+νν¯) (right panels).
Figure 15: Scenario B2. Correlation between NP contributions to ε′/ε and ae
(left plot) and aµ (right plot).
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Figure 16: Scenario C. Correlation between B(Bd → µ+µ−) and B¯(Bs → µ+µ−).
The black dot represents the central value of the SM prediction.
Figure 17: Scenario C. Correlation between B(KL → pi0νν¯) and B(K+ → pi+νν¯).
The black dot represents the central value of the SM prediction.
Figure 18: Scenario C. Correlations between B(µ− → e−) and B¯(Bs → µ+µ−)
(left panel) and between B(µ− → e−) and B(K+ → pi+νν¯) (right panel).
7 Conclusions
We have presented a simple extension of the SM based on the introduction of a new
U(1) gauge group. We have fulfilled the requirement of anomaly cancellation in a rather
special way, defining the charges under the new group in terms of three new parameters
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i, i = 1, 2, 3 that are constrained to sum to zero, leaving only two as free parameters.
Each of the three parameters governs one of the three fermion generations, so that
quark and lepton sectors are connected to each other as far as their behaviour under the
new gauge group is concerned. This leads to a constrained phenomenological panorama
in which quark and lepton observables are correlated with each other. Independently
of the structure of the Z ′ couplings to fermions, that we have varied considering a
few scenarios, we have found that imposing bounds from experimental data relative to
∆F = 2 processes to constrain quark favour observables is not enough to prevent large
deviations of these from their SM values. However, when constraints on lepton decays
are imposed, the room for deviations is much reduced. In practice, quark and lepton
sectors act simultaneously to produce a phenomenology similar to the SM. This can
be a challenge to experiment but also shows that the pattern of data that we have at
our disposal confirms the SM but does not exclude other scenarios like the one we are
presenting.
We have also presented a scenario, following [57], in which a suitable hierarchy be-
tween LH and RH flavour violating couplings allows to remove the ∆F = 2 constraints.
In this case, as illustrated in a number of plots in Section 6.4, very large NP effects in all
∆F = 1 observables can be obtained so that possible anomalies in various rare decays of
mesons can easily be explained in the absence of pure leptonic decays. Yet as discussed
on the examples of K+ → pi+νν¯ and Bs,d → µ+µ− even in this case the imposition of
the cancellation of gauge anomalies with the help of leptons has an important impact on
the allowed values of their branching ratios. This is in particular the case of the exper-
imental bound on µ − e conversion that eliminates any significant departures from the
SM expectations of Bs,d → µ+µ− and K+ → pi+νν¯ branching ratios as seen in Fig. 18.
The main lessons from our paper are the following ones:
• In models in which the gauge anomalies in the quark sector are cancelled by the
corresponding anomalies in the lepton sector the impact of the present experimental
bounds on leptonic processes, such as µ→ eγ, µ→ e−e+e− and in particular µ− e
conversion can be very large unless the model has more free parameters than the
simple models considered by us.
• It appears then that a strategy for obtaining large NP effects while satisfying gauge
anomaly cancellations is to construct models in which quark and lepton sectors are
separately anomaly free.
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A Removing ∆F = 2 Constraints
In the presence of both LH and RH couplings of a Z ′ gauge boson to SM quarks left-right
(LR) ∆F = 2 operators are generated whose contributions to the mixing amplitudes M bq12
and M sd12 in all three mesonic systems are enhanced through renormalisation group effects
relative to left-left (VLL) and right-right (VRR) operators. Moreover in the case of M sd12
additional chiral enhancements of the hadronic matrix elements of LR operators are
present. As pointed out in [57] this fact can be used to suppress NP contributions to εK
and ∆MK through some fine-tuning between VLL, VRR and LR contributions, thereby
allowing for larger contributions to K → pipi amplitudes while satisfying the ∆S = 2
constraints. In [58] this idea has been generalized to all three meson systems. While
the fine-tuning required in the case of K → pipi turned out to be rather large, it is more
modest in case of ∆B = 2 transitions.
We repeat here briefly the arguments presented in [57, 58]. Further details can be
found in these two papers.
To this end we write the Z ′ contributions to the mixing amplitudes as follows [3]:
(M∗12)
sd
Z′ =
(∆sdL )
2
2M2Z′
〈QˆVLL1 (MZ′)〉sdzsd , (102)
and
(M∗12)
bq
Z′ =
(∆bqL )
2
2M2Z′
〈QˆVLL1 (MZ′)〉bqzbq , (103)
where zsd and zbq are generally complex. We have
zsd =
[
1 +
(
∆sdR
∆sdL
)2
+ 2κsd
∆sdR
∆sdL
]
, κsd =
〈QˆLR1 (MZ′)〉sd
〈QˆVLL1 (MZ′)〉sd
, (104)
with an analogous expressions for zbq. Explicit expressions for the renormalisation scheme
independent hadronic matrix elements and their values can be found in [58].
Now as seen in Table 5 of [58], both κsd and κbq are negative, implying that with the
same sign of LH and RH couplings the last term in (104) could suppress the contribution
of NP to ∆F = 2 processes. One finds then that forMZ′ ≈ 5 TeV one has κsd ≈ −115 and
κbq ≈ −4.3 implying that for zsd and zbq to be significantly below unity the RH couplings
must be much smaller than the LH ones. This in turn implies that the second quadratic
term in the expression for zsd in (104) can be neglected in first approximation, and we
obtain the following hierarchy between LH and RH couplings necessary to suppress NP
contributions to ∆F = 2 observables:
∆sdR
∆sdL
' − asd
2κsd
,
∆bqR
∆bqL
' − abq
2κbq
. (105)
The parameters asd and abq must be close to unity in order to make the suppression
effective. How close they should be to unity depends on present and future results for
hadronic and CKM parameters in ∆F = 2 observables.
Unfortunately the present errors on the hadronic matrix elements are quite large, and
do not allow a precise determination of the level of fine-tuning required. An estimate
can be found in Fig. 6 of [58].
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In any case the fact that asd and abq introduce in each case two new parameters
allows us with some tuning of parameters to weaken the impact of ∆F = 2 constraints
on rare decays and even eliminate them which is not possible in LHS and RHS scenarios.
On the other hand, due to the hierarchy of couplings and the absence of LR operators
in the rare decays considered by us, rare decays are governed again by LH couplings as
in the LHS, with the bonus that now the constraint from ∆F = 2 observables can be
ignored2. As κsd  κbq the hierarchy of couplings in this scenario must be much larger
in the K system than in the Bs,d systems.
The main message of [57, 58] is the following one: by appropriately choosing the
hierarchy between LH and RH flavour violating Z ′ couplings to quarks one can eliminate
to a large extent the constraints from ∆F = 2 transitions even in the presence of large
CP-violating phases at the price of sizable fine-tuning. But it should be noted that after
the Z ′ has been integrated out, its LH and RH couplings are scale independent below
MZ′ and so for a given MZ′ this tuning has to be done only once.
The implications of this are rather profound. Even if in the future the SM would
agree perfectly with all ∆F = 2 observables, this would not necessarily imply that no
NP effects can be seen in rare decays. While, in particular in the K system, this requires
some severe fine-tuning, we think it is interesting to consider this possibility.
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